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CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME
It is with pleasure that I present to you the 2014 BCG Season Research Results compendium.

This year’s theme, ‘plan, review, improve’, was inspired by the Afterburner fighter pilots who spoke at 

the 2013 Main Field Day. The changing seasonal conditions during the growing season endorsed the 

need to review and improve our plans which seemed to challenge us almost monthly.

With severe frosts and low rainfall, not to mention viruses, this year was a demanding one for local 

farmers and the BCG trials team. The Main Field Day site was on a paddock owned by Martin Warren on 

the Birchip-Rainbow Road. Unfortunately, the site was suffering severe moisture stress by the time of 

the field day in mid-September so the site did not look as pristine as it usually does. However, despite 

this, the day attracted a good crowd and the uplifting address from our keynote speaker Sam Bailey (a 

quadriplegic farmer, ultralight pilot and author) helped put the difficult season into perspective.

There is always a silver lining: the severe frosts in late July and August certainly didn’t help the crops, 

but they did contribute some very useful information to the national GRDC frost project (‘The GRDC 
National Frost Initiative’ pp 25).

During 2014, BCG was responsible for over 120 research and contract service trials across 26 locations 

throughout the Wimmera and Mallee, and even touching in the North Central and Western District regions. 

With this wide geographical spread, our research team ensured that despite the poor year they were still 

able to achieve very useful results, as evidenced by the huge array of information in the following pages. 

The team also worked hard to get the latest information out to farmers and industry, offering a range 

of new events and learning opportunities. Some highlights included

• our first ever Industry Field Day  which attracted over 100 agronomists who spent the day  

hearing about the latest in research trials, new products and services

• the spreader calibration day at which fertiliser distribution uniformity was the key topic

• a Western Australian study tour for farmers and agronomists to learn about resistant weed  

management, in particular wild radish 

• local area crop walks at Nhill where the focus was spray efficiency, particularly on high stubble 

loads and at Quambatook where disease and variety management challenges were addressed.

I congratulate the BCG staff and our new CEO, Chris Sounness, on the quality of this publication and 

thank them for their tremendous efforts in preparing it to present to our members in time for  

planning for the 2015 season. 

My compliments to the Advisory Committee members for their year of input which helped to 

ensure that BCG research and development remained relevant and topical across our region.

Finally, I thank our members for their ongoing support and commitment to BCG and the farming 

communities of the Mallee and Wimmera. 
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